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Privacy policy
Phix Cloud does not collect any personal information without your prior permission. When
using the specific share feature of the application used to upload an image data might be
transmitted to our servers.
This data consists of:
-The picture you are trying to upload
-An identifier to link your uploads to each other (not publicly visible)
-The application you used to upload the picture
-Your picture’s EXIF data if it contains any (this also includes location data for the picture)
-Your filter data if you made any changes
-A description
All of the uploaded images are freely and openly accessible through the short URL
(phix.im/...) that was returned from the application and their original location URL. They
can also be featured on the front page of phix.im with a link to their gallery entry. These
images may be cached by Google for inclusion in the search engine results at any time.
This is the responsability of Google Inc. and we aren’t responsible for any information that
is spread in this way.
You are solely responsible for the data you provide in the description.
EXIF data and filter data have an opt-out in the application used for the upload. In this
case, the application will not upload this data to our server or display them on the picture
gallery page.

Terms of service
Phix Software or the maker(s) is not responsible for any data that is placed online through
the sharing service. You are responsible for your the content of your own uploads. If any
uploaded material is considered to be explicit or illegal by law of your residing country or
general international law it might be removed. We also reserve the right to remove any
pictures, data or comments considered by us as spam. This includes mass advertising or
mass uploading.
Phix Software is not responsible for the data or statements you provide in the description,
comments or EXIF data.
We are not responsible for loss of data caused by downtime or malfunctioning of the
upload service. You should always keep a backup of the images you upload to the Phix
Cloud service.
All uploaded images remain property of their respective owner(s) and we or other users
cannot exploit any of the uploaded images without prioir permission of the creator. We do
however retain the right to feature your uploaded pictures on the phix.im homepage.
These will randomly be selected.
If any of the terms of service are violated we can also decide to ban users from uploading
data or accessing the site.

Copyright notice
iPhix, iPhix Web Cloud and Phix Software are trademarks of Phix Software. 2012 All
Rights Reserved.
All uploaded images are (and remain) property of their respective owners.
Mac and Mac OSX are trademarks of Apple, Inc.
Google is a registered trademark of Google, Inc.
None of the included resources, nor the concept may be copied without our permission.
(c) 2012 Phix Software. All Rights Reserved.

